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CHAPTER 

FLIP-FLOPS 

:~~Pt~r., ,~, .qQ~~r " ·"Ili~~ops::'.'; ,-,A ·tuRJflop,; .is~ a ,dia*~l )'p~c , ~",.,'O INTBODUCT.ION 
eiem~nt"-'used fot 's'fO'rlng' Diliary ~aata:"" ~Af.t eI~m~nt capable 'lof' ' , ., 

storing data is often called a memory or latch. The two kinds of 
memory ,encountered in digital .. electr-onics ,are static and 
dynamic' memories. ' The flip-flop ,is the , basic form ofs~atic 

memory 'and is, also the ' building, block for sequential:1qgic 
circuits. A primary characteristic' af- sequential lOgiC: , circuj~ is 
the ability to "remember" the state of ~e inputs, i.e., memory. 

Flip-flops are formed from pairs of logic gates where the 
gate outputs are fed Into one ,of the inputs of the other gate in 
the pair. This results in a regenerative circuit 'haVing two stable 
output states (binary one and zero). Frequently additional gates 
are added for control of the circuit. While some flip-flops are 
operated " asyrtchrohously(without timing pUlses), most are 

,operated'Linfier clock control in a synChronous system. 
, Individual fli~fiol's " can"be ~ 'combiried " 'to fonn memory 

registers, ' couhters ' ' and shlli' registers. A '" thorough 
'--- understanding of ''the bask flip-flop is required for the study of 

these more compiex arcuits in later chapters. 
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Upon completion of this chapter you should be able to: 
· ~~ ,' ': ,\~~ ';~~:. ' ~::").\:~ ' " : ~ ':~ ; '.:.7>.~ :·., 

' . 	 '~ . . ' .. "" . . 

• 	 Define and describe the action of a flip-flop. 
....... ..,' , 

• 	 Describe and implement a "S-C" (set-clear) flip-flop.
' ",; 

.' " . . : ~~ ' . '. "'" 

, .• ' ~cribe and implernehf'a~J..K~; flip-flop. 

.:...;. , • Describe and implement a "D" flip-flop. 

• Explain and use a 'T' flip-flop. 

• 	 Explain the difference between synchronous and 
asynchronous circuits. 

-

• Describe some common applications of flip-flops. 

• 	 Explain what a One-shot is. 

" ". " 

. ', L ~ 

5.2 DISCUSSION 	 In the introduction :to this chapter. it was stated that 'a latch can 
be made from paired logic 'gates. While this, istrue, Ci ' simple 
latch can ' be ' ~f()rmed from a single OR gate. The circuit is 
constructed by feeding the ,gate output back into one of the gate 
inputS as'showrfinFigute'5-l. ' 

FIGURE 5-1. OR Gate Latch. 

, , 	 , 

When,. the :..circuit ou~tisin ·the LO state and the latch 
command input isLO "the lat91 will ,have it's qutpllt ' r~mail1 
low. When the latch command 'in'putis forced ffi~ the gate 
output will go HI. ,The feeciback loqp from, the circuit output to 
the other gate input will cause the latch to remain in the H:fstate " 
even when the HI logic level is removed from -the latch 
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command input. The latch is now latched and the corrunand 
'--- input has no further effect. This'circuit is, riot very, practical as 

the'onIy way to Unlatch the output is- to remove the power to 
the gate or to break the feedback connection from the gate's 
output to the input. Such a latch coUld be useful under some 
conditio~ and is used'here to show the',basiC: workplg of a"latch. 
A similar circUit taribe. constructed from a' pair of NOR gates. 
The gateS are connected'as shown in'Figtiie 5-2. 

'D----1IIt---- Q 
Latch 

Command 
 -Q 

The right most gate ill this circuit complements the output 
(Q) and the feedback signal to the gate, input. The circuit 
~ctions the same as the: circuit described-' in Figw.e5-1 since 
complementing the NOR r gate output resUlts in the' OR function 
being performed. The advantage of this cirtwt is tha:t' it gives 
the user access to the ," co~plement of the Q output. The circuit 
shown in Figure 5-2 will take a little more time to latch than the 
circUit of ~1 since two 'gates will have to sWitc,h for the circuit to 
latch. This circuit is still not extremely useful since'it is dlfflcult 
to unlatch the circuit. 

'The circuit of Figure 5-2 can be greatly improved by 
disconnecting one of the inverter stage inputs and using it as the 
clear inputfor the latch. This is illustrated in FigUre 5-3. 

Clear 
'"ft--.....--Q 

FIGURE 5-2_ NOR 
Gate Latch. 

5.2.0 Set-Clear 
Flip-flops 

FIGURE 5-3. NOR 
wS_Cw Flip-flop. 

Set 

The operation of this circuit is straightforward. Assume 
that initially the Set and Clear inputs and the Q output are all 
LO. If the Set input is forced HI while the Clear input is forced 
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FIGURE 5-4. Basic 
NAND Latch. 

-
LO, the Q output will be forced to the HI state. The HI Q output 
causes the complement output to be LO. If the Set line now 
returns to LO, the Q output will remain HI as long as the Clear 
input is LO. 

The flip-flop can be cleared by bringing the Oear input HI 
while holding the Set input LO. This results in a LO on the Q 
output The W Q output results in a HI on the complement 
output. At this point the Oear input can return to the LO state 
and the flip-flop is cleared until the next Set command is 
received. 

This is all well and good but what if the Gear and Set 
inputs are brought to the HI state at the same time? This would 
result in the true and complement outputs both having to be 
LO. This state is not allowed since two complement outputs 
cannot have the same state. The circuit will r~pond with a race 
condition with the circuit outputs being ' LO. For this reason 
much effort is expended to make certain that the Set and Clear 
inputs are never both logic one. Additionally,-while both inputs 
can be LO at the same time they cannot reach the LO condition 
simultaneously without resulting in a race condition with 
unpredictable circuit outputs. Many refinements to this basic S
C flip-flop were designed to avoid this indeterminate state. 

Latches can also be constructed from NAND gates. Figure 5
4 shows a Simple NAND latch. 

Set 

D----........-- Q 

Command 

Notice that the latch command input is normally HI and 
that a LO input is used to Set the latch. A Set-Clear latch can be 

"
constructed from NAND gates as shown in Figure 5-5. 
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.' 

Set___-r-~ 

o 

_=----t..._,,/~-----4~-------0 
Clear 

The latch performs similarly · to the NOR s-c latch except 
that a LO input is required to activate the Set and Clear inputs. 
The forbidden state is when 5 and C are both LO. 

The . simple NOR S-C latch can give . unreliable and 
unpredicta:bjeQJltp4~ if both of the inputs to the latch go to the 
HI or arrive at the LO state simultaneously. The first case is not 
allowed and the secc;md case results in a race condition with 
unpredictable outputs. · One way of avoiding both of these 
circumstances ~ to provide hardware so that the Set and Clear 
inputs can never have the same state. This can be accomplished 
with an inverter as shown in Figure 5-6. 

D--....----O 

;;;-....----0 
D S 

Logic Diagram 

Schematic Symbol •Truth Table 

D 

*Jmpossible 

R . . S ' " 0 
L L .. 
l H H 
H 'L L 
H H .. 

FIGURE 5-5. NAND 
"S-C" Latch. 

5.2.1 The "D" Type 
Latch 

FIGURE 5-6. NOR 
"D" Latch. 
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FIGURE 5-7. NAND 
"0" Latch. 

5.2.2 Clock Signals 

This circuit is known as a D· latch and the circuit input is "
called the D input. The I:? latch can also be constructed from 
NAND gates and inverte~s as shoWn in F~gure 5-7. 

So 

0-__- a 

c 
Logic Diagram 


Schematic Symbol 


Truth Table 

at--

R S a 
_L 1.;0 . 0 
L , H H. 
H L L 
H ., 

C H • 
~Impossible - •0 

The circuits shown in Figures 5-6 .and 5-7 are active HI in0 

that Q goes HI when D goes HI. These latches can be made to 
perform as active LO circuits by changing which of the inputs to 
the s-c latch is Inverted.' The inverter bubble is used to denote 
the active low D input in schematic diagrams. 

The circuits stUdied up to this point have been entirely 
based on combinational logic circuits. This sort of circuit has the 
state of its output change when the input states change. Circuits 
of this type are said to operate asynchronously. Asynchronous 
circuits cannot usefully transfer data to or receive data from 
other flip-flops. 

The ability to be chained (receive and transfer data to other 
flip-flops) is' impOrtant for making counter circuitS which count 0 

the number of pUlses-received by the circuit. This ability to be 0 

chained is" ah;O il:J:\pO$nt for constructing registers (sI!'all arrays 
of latcheS) where inputs can be transferred or shifted from one 
element of the register to the next. The Simple latches studied 
up to Ws point cannot be chained because 0 of the inherent ~ 
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system gate delays and settling time. If we are to transfer states 
from one fliJrflop to another all flip-flops .concerned must have 

'---
completed anY 'preViotis'thange'and be settled into their present 
state before a change is 'attempted: The variable gate .ei'elaysand ' 
settling times betw.een fip-flops prevents this from happening in 
any extensive ,circuit particularly when the circuit is operated at 
high speeds. .••. ' . , . 

Different cir~t cha~~~eristics result in one of the flip
flops in the chain reCeiving an ,input before it is ready and hence 
one of the states or bitS"is .lost. Another 'problem that can occur 
if simple latches are used for .:counting and shift register circuits 
is that an input into o:ne ' end -of the directly coupled Chain will 
race through the chain of circuits without stopping. ..'This results 

in a totally useJes~ circuit. 
The solution to these problems is to provide a timing or 

clock signal that allows all of the flip-flops of the chained circuits 
to sWitch simultaneously .or synchronously under control :of the 
clock. .' This means that in clocked circuits the outputs do not 
change as soon as the inputs change but must wait for a clock 
signal before the output state can Change. " ..' 

A clocked .S-C flip-flop c;:an-be formed by adding two more 
NAND gates to the simple 5-C flip-flop as shown in Figure 5-,.8: 

Set a 

Clock · 

a 
Clear 

Notice that this circuit only provides clock control of the S
C flip-flop which will still have two sets of conditions which 
cannot be uSed in any worthwhile ·drcuit. The Set and Clear 
inputs are only passed to the main section of the flip-flop when: 
the clock input is HI. 

5.2.3 Clocked "s-e" 
Flip-flops 

FIGURE 5-8. Clocked 
·S-C· Flip-flop. 
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5.2.4 Clocked "T" 
Flip-flops 

FIGURE 5-9. Clocked 
orr Flip-flop. 

FIGURES-l0. Timing 
Diagram for orr Flip-flop. 

Th~ clocked T.fliP-fl9P is .a modification of the .clocked s..C , 
fliP"'flop. .. The true ilJ\d · complement,outputs ,are fed back as 
shown in Fjgure ~9 to ~q as the Set a,nd,.C:Jear irlp~ts . 

a 

' T 

.'0 
Schematic Symbol 

T (Togg,~) 

(ClOCk) 

at-+~""'--a 

........, '. _. "'R 
. ~ --~ - a ...-..· --+-- a 

Logic Diagram 

When the flip:-flop is set the HI Q ,output is -'feedback to the 
reset input. When the next 'Clock pulse .occurs, .the latch is 
cleared. The HI Q outpufis fedba·ck to the set ;input. When the 
next clock pulse occurs the .:latch is set. Note that two 'clock 
pulses were needed to change the:output state from Set to Clear 
and back to Set. This type of circuit is called a T flip-flop because 
of the way the output of the flip-flop toggles or changes to the 
opposite state with each ;clock pulse.-;Atimingdiagram for the T 
flip-flop is shown in Figure ~10. 

~Jl n n 
Clock 

H 
Set L 

Reset ·rIl I ·1 
".... 

a HJ I 
L 

Notice that the frequency of the output signal -is one :half of 
the input clock signal frequency. . For this reason a ,circuit of this 
type is often called a two to one frequency divider; The type T 
flip-flop is not available as a TIL integrated circuit; however, a 
circuit of this type is easily constructed from available devices. 
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We have already studied the D latch. The truth table for 5.2.5 Clocked "0" 
the latch shown in Figure 5-7 reveals some interesting qualities Flip-flops

"' 
of the D latch. Notice that the true output could be replaced 

with a wire between the 0 input and the Q output. Similarly, 

the complement output could be replaced with an inverter 

between the input and output. The Q output is said to be 

"transparent" to the 0 input since the circuit acts as though a 

wire were connected between 0 and Q. This circuit is useless as 

was shown earlier but can be turned into a useful circuit with · 

only a small amount of additional circuitry. 


Initially one might be tempted to add an AND gate to the 

input as was done to the 5-C flip-flop to form the clocked 5-C 

flip-flop. This would not work since the input to the D latch 

would go LO whenever the clock signal went LO regardless of 

the state of the D input. The circuitry needed to gate the data 

input into the D latch is shown in Figure 5-11. 


a 

FIGURE 5-11. Clocked 
wDw Flip-flop. 

Data 
Enable 
(Clock) 

D ___-+-__.f~ 
,-------' D 

logic Diagram 

D a 

C a 
Schematic 

Symbol 

Notice that when the clock signal is HI, the data on the D 

input is transparent to the Q output. When the clock signal is 

LO the data on; the 0 input is blocked and the latch stores the 

output state at the time the clock went LO. The 0 flip-flop 


hether clocked or asynchronous is named for it's ability to 

'-- tore da ta. 
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P ,fljp-flops are available as eage trigge!ed TIL circuits with 
Preset ; and .Oear asynchronous inputs ', that allow setting · the 
initial,state of the latch (edgetrigg~red circuits Will be explained 
in the laboratory for this chapter). 

5.2.6 "J-K" Flip-flops 	 The last type of flip-flop you will study is the J-K flip-flop. 
This .~ of flip-flOP can funqionas a docked >C flip-flop, a 
clockedD flip-flop, a T flip-flQP or can be used to perform other 
specialized functions. The J-K flip-flop 'has no ambiguous 
output s~tes for anyinputstat~ ofthe I,K or clock inputs. The J
K flip-flop circuit is shown in Figure 5-12. 

FIGURE 5-12. •J-t\' 

-
"""1 

... . . 

" a 
~ S 

" R 
~ a 	

Co - Initial State of FF 
Flip-flop. 

J a J 

CK 

K 

·K 

Schematic 
Logic Diagram Symbol 

CK J K . 0 
.n L L Co 
11 H ··· ..L ,. H 
.n. L H L 
Jl . H H . Tooele 

Truth Table 

The operating characteristics of the I-K flip-flop can be 
summarized as: 

1. 	 I and K inputs LO: when clock goes LO nothing happens. 

2. 	 I input HI, K input LO: wh.~ the clock goes LO, Q goes or 
stays HI. Q is LO. The HI on the I input is passed directly 
to the Q output. 

3. 	 I input LO,K input HI: when the clock goes LO, Q goes t.o 
arid~goes HI. The LOon the J input is passed directly to 
the Q output. 

4. 	 I and K inputs HI: the circuit toggles on each clock pulse. 
The circuit now behaves like a T flip-flop. 
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The J-K flip-flop is very flexible and can be used to 
'-- ~rform many of the fliP-flop ' functions alr,eady ·studied. The 

configurapon ~o . perform these functi'~ns With a ' J-K flip-flop is 
shown in Figure 5-13. ' , 

S 

Vee 

C 

Asynchronous S-C Clocked SoC 

Vee J 

C 

---'K 

a ~ 0-,
""'''' 
T CK--...t-----fC 

, ". ": 1i.----""4' K ' (5 

Toggle 'ClOcked 0-Type 

a I"'

, While the'J~K rujrflop tan 'perform all ' of these crunctions, 
use of other types of flip-flops may be more economical: The J-K 
flip-flop is 'often ·used in ' the Master-Slave configUration. In this 
configuration the state of the flip-flop ~is determined by the ,:state 
of'the Q output of the Slave flip-flop. The input states to the 
Slave flip-flop are controlled by the master flip-flop. A , circuit 
diagram for the Master-Slave J-Kflip-flop is 'shoWn'm Figure,5
14. 

Master Slave 

a .. J 

t

•C I 
'I· 
I 

K a 

, "':;i. < 'l". 

, a 

Clock, 
' , 

K 

I 

FIGURE 5-13. -J-K" 
Flip-flop Configurations. 

FJGURE 5-14. -J-K" 
MaSte~.:stave , Flip-flop 
CII'CJit Diagram. ' 
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5.2.7 Counting and 
FrequencyDlvlsion 

Not;ice _ th~t the, J an,d K inputs determine the state of the 
Master flip-llopA The qock signell is fed to both -sections of the 
Master-Slave, but is inverted for input to the Sl~ve section. 

The operation of this circuit is most readily understood in 
terms of the clock signal. Assume that the circuit shown is 
pulse trigger~ '(this only means that we have add.ed no special 
circuits to cau~ the circuit to trigger OIl the edge of the clock 
pulse). When this is the case, the Master fliP'"flop will change 
state to correspond to the state of the J and K -inputs when the 
clock pulse is fll. During this time, the Slave flip-flop will not 
respond to the -outputs from the Master $p;-flop because of the 
inverted clock. ·· When the clock has been HI for a while, the 
state of the Master flip-flop will be stable and the Slave flip-flop 
will still _be l~ed out from responding to the outputs of the 
Master flip-flop. When the clock makes the HI to LO transition, 
the Master flip-flop will not respond to the J and K inputs since 
the clock is LO. The inverted clock to the Slave flip-flop will 
cause the Slave flip-flop to respond to the Q and Q outputs of 
the Master, flipo-flop. . The output of the Slave ilip-flop will settle 
shortly after the'falling edge of the input clock ,pUlse. 

The Master flip-flop will not respond to the J and K inputs 
until the next positive going clock transition. The J and K 
inputs must be istable while the dockjs HI for this type of circuit 
to function conectly; 

J-K flip.;flops are available as both edg~ triggered and_pulse 
triggered circuits in the TIL px:oduct. series~ Thi~ type of-ftiJrflop 
is also' avai1abl~ With Preset andOear inputs for se~g the 
initial state :of . the outputs. These inputs operate 
asynchronously and cannot be LO simultaneously. 

Two common applications of J-K flip flops are counting 
and frequency division. As discussed :previously, a J-K flip-flop 
can be . configUred to perform as a T flip-flop. This circuit will 
have an outpnt pulse whose frequency is pne-half of the input 
clock frequency. Any number of these type ,of flip-flops may be 
connected willi the Q output of the previous stage serving as the 
clock input to .the next ;s?-ge to provid~ frequency division by 
any integer power of ~o. For instance two flip-flops connected 
in this manner will have an output frequency equal to one
fourth of the input clock frequency. 
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A simple counter can be constructed from similar ru:cuits. 
~ 	The J and K outputs are tied HI to form T flip-flops . The Q 

output of the previous stage is fed to the clock input of the next 
stage. The Q output also indicates the binary value of the 
counter. The first Q output has a value of 1, the second a value 
of 2 , the third a value of 4 and so fourth. A circuit such as this 
is known as a "binary ripple up-counter." The outPuts of all flip
flops must be set to zero before counting is started if an accurate 
count is to be obtained. Other types of counters will be covered 
in later chapters. 

Until now all circuits in this chapter have been flip-flops. 
Flip-flops are also known as bistable multivibrators. A circuit 
closely related to the flip-flop is the monostable multivibrator. 
This is a circuit which has only one stable state. When a trigger 
pulse is received on the input to the circuit, the output of the 
monostable multivibrator produces a single output pulse. For 
this reason, circuits of this type are often called "one- shots." 

The duration of the output pulse can be set using external 
components connected to the pulse length controlling inputs of 
the one-shot Ie. Several types of one-shots are available in the 
TIL series of ICs. Some have special conditioning circuits on 
the input to the one-shot to allow slowly changing input pulses 
to trigger the circuit. Some one-shots are like the one described 
above which will not respond to additional trigger pulses while 
the output is in the unstable state. 

Retriggerable circuits which will respond to additional 
trigger inputs while in the unstable state are also available. One
shots are widely used for· contact debouncing so that multiple 
input pulses from a switch are converted to a single output 
pulse. One-shots are also used to prOvide pulses of a fixed 
length from pulse trains composed of varying length pulses. 

This chapter covered several kinds of latches and flip-flops. You 
have become familiar with the circuit diagrams for and the 
operation of 'six types of common flip-flops. You have seen the 
difference between asynchronous and synchronous logic circuits 
and were introduced to clock signals. You have been introduced 
to the use of flip-flops in frequency division and counting 

5.2.8 Monostable 
Multivibrators 

5.3 SUMMARY 
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'-circUits. The one-shot and some of it's · applications were 
covered. 

This chapter fotms the foundation for further study of 
sequential logic circuits in 'later ChapterS. . 

: ' - ~ . ?.: . .,;\.. . ~; ,; <' , ' .. 

5.4 REVIEW 1. mans, a fliP-flop? .. . 
QUESTIONS 

2. Draw' the circuit ' diagram and schematic symbol for a 5-C 
~p-flop. ·· Explain the operation of this circuit. 

3. Why are clock signals used in sequential logic circuits? 
"'. ' , F . 

. . . . ' ... , " 

4. What . is the prunary characteristic of sequential logic 
circuits? 
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<" 0":5. Name ~ix types of flip~flops. · 

6. What is a name for a flip-flop other than latch? 

7. What is a One-shot? 

8. Name an application of One-shots. 

9. Name two applications ofJ-K flip-flops. 

10. What is the maximum couilt that eanbe contained ina 
ripple counter made of three J-K flip-flopS? 

11. Would your answer to ;question 10 change for 'T' flip
flops? Why? 


